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71 Monte Carlo. And member
Terry McCreedy had me
invest in a 2014 Harley
Limited. Storage is becoming
quite a premium. Lot’s
happening to the Skovy Toy
Box this year. Well enough
about me.
The summer cook outs for the
club was a complete hit last
year. This year it looks like
we’ll be eating in style around
Jamestown. The Buffalo City
Rotisserie Grill, Two Rivers
Inn, S&R Travel Plaza want to
cook burgers, brats and
refreshments for us at meeting
night, and Jim from Dakota
Engine Builders told me that
he wants to have a hog roast at
his facility on a Saturday this
summer. He’ll get back to me
as to what Saturday works but
that’ll be awesome!

LOOKING TOWARDS THE
FUTURE:

Written by Skovy

March … Thank goodness
spring
and
summer
is
approaching and my head
swims with the things that
need to be done. I purchased a
supercharger and a SHP block
to be used for the 430 small
block that’s being built for my
Laguna race car. We’re
shooting
for
800
plus
horsepower in that bad boy. I
also redid the interior for my

Another big thing this summer
is our 1st annual Dakota
Blacktop Tour that is planned
for July 18, 19, & 20th (Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday). This is
going to be an awesome trip.
We’ll be meeting up with the
Minot & Devils Lake car clubs
at the casino on Friday night
for a late night car show.
Saturday we’ll be heading to
the
International
Peace
Gardens where we hope to
meet up with the Bottineau
area car clubs, and then head
to Langdon to have a late
evening car show and night’s
stay. On Sunday we’ll cruise
to Cooperstown where we’ll
tour the Ronald Reagan
Missile Shiloh. We’ll hook up
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with the Bridge City Cruisers
there to have a great time.
We are in our initial talks
about another cruise this
summer to Pierre, South
Dakota in August but that is
still in the works.
It’s a great time to be a James
Valley
Street
Machines
member. We are connecting
with 4096 readers of the
“RUMBLER” magazine so far
and that number is climbing at
a very exciting rate. If you’re
not a member yet, it’s only
$25.00 per year. Get in there!

MEMBERSHIP BIRTHDAY:
March
Christianson, Lucinda
Meyer, Annie
Lang, J.R.
Behm, Earl
Wolff, Clayton
Jacobson, Linda
McCreedy, Terry
Berg, Tami
Moser, LeRoy
Lulay, Alma
Hienman, Tyler
Bachmeier, Carla
Mathias, Roger
Seckerson, Kelly
Gilge, Cindy

03/01
03/02
03/05
03/06
03/06
03/07
03/14
03/16
03/16
03/17
03/18
03/21
03/21
03/21
03/30

Miss your birthday? Please contact
me at 701-202-7067 whereas I can
update your records.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Anderson, Scott & Kim
Bachmeier, Donovan & Karla
Baumann, Bob & Brueske, Judy
Behm, Earl & Connie
Berg, Wayne & Tami
Bergman, Alan
Beyer, James
Block, Scott & Pat
Brandenburger, Max & Williams,
Laura
Busche, Barbara & Steven
Carow, Billy & Candace
Christianson, Glenn & Lucinda
Dewald, Joel & Della
Emo, Paul
Erdahl, Shawn (Shady) & Dawn

Gaier, Craig & Johnston, Ruth
Gehring, Duane & Kathleen
Gibson, Teddy & Diane
Gilbertson, Mike & Murray, Kim
Gilge, Larry & Cindy
Gleason, Robert & Melissa
Gray, JeriLynn & Andy
Greenlund, Ron & Darlene
Gums, Robert & Candace
Hansted, Tom & Angie
Heiman, Tyler
Holzkamm, Al & Cindy
Jacobson, Verdell (Jake) & Linda
Jaskoviak, Steven (Skovy)
Jensen, Paul & Sue
Johnson, Brandon & Sonia
Kamlitz, Brian
Keim, Lyman & Darlene
Kleinknecht, Delno & Phyllis
Krein, Larry & Kelly
Lang, John (JR)
Loose, Larry & Bonita
Lulay, Bob & Alma
Mathias, Roger & Bonnie
McCreedy, Terrance
McIlonie, Bernie & Darlene
Meidinger, Jamie
Meyer, Ken & Annie
Miller, Randy & Crystel
Mischka, Kenneth & Judy
Mitzel, LeRoy
Moser, LeRoy & Gloria
Obrigewitsch, Les & Sheryl
Olson, David & Adele
Patzner, Elroy & Elayne
Petrek, Gary
Ravely, Thomas & Rhonda
Redinger, Dale
Schauer, Ronald & Cindy
Schoepp, Mel & Carol
Seckerson, Kelly & Tricia
Seher, Jeff
Specht, Gary & Margaret
Specht, Leslie & Debra
Speckman, Dale & Pamela
Stromberg, Bryan
Sullivan, Charlie
Thoele, Kevin & Kim
Thomas, Troy & Voeltz, Tricia
VanFleet, Richard
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Vining, Taylor
Wegner, Donald & Marla
Westerhausen, Leon & Mary Jane
Wiest, J.P. & Judy
Wilhelm, Jeff
Wilhelm, Rod & Sandy
Wolf, Cameron
Wolff, Clayton & Beverly

SEARLE SWEDLUND
Executive Director

My
wife
and
I
are
contemplating the acquisition
of a dog. Our recent routine
includes her on the computer
or her phone looking on
petfinder or combing through
newspaper ads for puppies
looking for a good home. In
the daily (or hourly) search,
we came across this article
that suggested owners take on
the personality of their dogs.
Which got me thinking, can
that be said of the machines
we drive?
My mom would tell you in her
60 plus years of life she has
owned two cars. After she

widowed, twice she has been
forced into the market for a
car. And both times she has
been fortunate to have good
friends and family at hand to
guide her through the process.
Her most recent purchase took
place in 2000, and for these
fourteen years, people know
her for the car she drives.
Fourteen years seems like a
long time to have your identity
defined by a car. What else do
we have in our lives that lasts
that long? A spouse, a home,
kids. I have some t-shirts that
are probably that old, but one
could argue they should have
long ago been retired. But a
car can be the constant in your
life. The thing that roots your
identity with others.
The best part of living in a
smaller community is the way
people connect you with what
you drive. As we wander the
streets of my hometown,
people nod and wave. Its part
of our rural communication
system to gesture at speeds of
25
to
55
mph
the
acknowledgement of your
presence. The “hi, how are
you” signal is extremely
important. The most popular is
the one finger off the wheel.
There are several variations
including the two finger, the
four finger and the head nod.
It’s a rare to come upon the
enthusiastic wave more often
used by dignitaries in front of
crowds and along parade
routes, but I have seen it with
my own eyes.

Recently the matriarch of the
family has been pondering the
purchase of a new car. It’s
hard to know how to respond.
She has taken on the classic
identity of the two toned
maroon body and people know
when she drives down the
street. They wave, they watch,
and they relate. You are what
you drive.
For more details on these and
other upcoming events, see the
calendar in this newsletter or
visit our new website at
www.tourjamestown.com!
Searle Swedlund, Executive
Director, BCTF
THE BFG HEMI CUDA
POSTER CAR
Story and photos by Roland Osborne
(Chrysler Power Magazine)

I have had
the privilege
of
participating
in the birth
of
the
Chrysler
Performance
movement since the late ’60s.
My first brand new car was a
’68 Road Runner w/383 four
speed. When I got out of the
service in 1972 I found a 426
Hemi ’66 Coronet 500 four
speed for sale with a spare
Hemi on a pallet. I paid $925
for the complete package and
drove the car home. A year
later I bought a ’70 black on
black four speed HemiCuda
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shaker hood car w/23,000
original miles for $1400.
In late ’74 a fellow student at
Michigan State University and
I started the National Hemi
Owners Association. From
that matriculated the Mopar
Muscle Club, the founding of
dozens of other Mopar clubs,
the Mopar Nationals and
Chrysler Power Magazine.
From
Chrysler
Power
Magazine
came
Mopar
Collectors Guide and half a
dozen
other
Mopar-only
magazines as the parts and
cars feeding-frenzy grew.
Today we see many of the
HemiCars
commanding
collector
prices
in
the
millions. It should be no
surprise
that
the
most
recognized HemiCuda of all
time is the one that the media,
the restorers and the collectors
look to. The BFG Hemi Cuda
Poster Car

wanted to know why I wanted
such a gas-guzzler. I didn’t
care. A nice Street Hemi
sounded like the ticket for me.
Because of that decision, I was
able to purchase the car of my
dreams and preserve the most
recognized HemiCuda on the
planet and preserve it in the
most
complete
manner
possible.
In 1986 I was
working part
time
with
Roland
Osborne
at
Chrysler
Power
Magazine
along
with
owning
my
own construction business. I
did
mostly
property
management remodels with
Home Savings Bank in
Southern California which
required only the highest
standards of excellence for
their
most
esteemed
customers.
Roland so inspired me that I
wanted to buy a HemiCar.
Definitely a 426; B-Body
would have been good but I
am very fond of the E-Bodies.
I already owned a 1970
Challenger that had won many
first place trophies for its 25
coats of hand rubbed black
lacquer. Now I wanted
something
to
drive.
Remember, in the middle 80s,
Hemi cars and for that matter
muscle cars in general were a
dime a dozen and everyone

In 1987 I walked into the
Chrysler Power offices in
Duarte, CA. The locals called
it DU-ROCK because it was in
the heart of the LA Basin
gravel pits at the mouth of
world famous Azusa Canyon.
It was also the home of
Mickey Thompson and his
wife until they were brutally
murdered one spring day and a
host of other automotive
performance entities including
Justice Brothers and Ahltech
Racing Restorations.
I mentioned to Roland that I
was now seriously interested
in owning a 426 Hemi Car;
told him what I was looking
for and he put the word out.
Not very long after that I
received a call from a guy in
Canada that had a 1970
HemiCuda for sale. He was
selling this car to put together
enough cash to purchase some
logging property. After a
couple of weeks of telephone
conversations he agreed to
bring the car to southern
California. On February 9,
1987 he entered the states with
the car and was at my doorstep
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February 10th. There was a
guy in Phoenix, AZ that knew
the car very well and was
second in line to buy the car if
I didn’t want it. Fortunately it
never got that far.

When I first saw the car it had
parachutes wrapped around it
with diesel exhaust all over it.
What a mess! Once unveiled,
the first thing I saw was silver
prism tape on both quarter
panels that spelled out “THE
CAPTIAN” over a sublime
base colour with a burgundy
stripe down the center and
across the back. It was 426
Street Hemi, 4spd, Dana 60;
the rear had been tubbed with
a 4-link suspension right out
of the old Direct ConnectionChrysler Performance
suspension book. This car was
classic race-stalgia. There was
something about this car that
when I saw it, I knew exactly
what I wanted to do with it. It
was mine.
The complete engine went to
Dick Landy, the intake went to
Arlen Vanke, the body went to
Ahltech and was completely
stripped and the engine bay
was prepped for all new
sublime green paint. When it
came down to the rear fender
wells, the only metal available
at that time were donor cars.
With Roland’s advice we

decided to leave the tubs and
remove the 4 link and keep
just the leaf springs.

now owned another car that I
wasn’t comfortable driving on
the street.

We wrestled with this decision
for several weeks. In order to
return the rear to original, we
would have needed to find a
complete rear clip out of
another car. Roland’s wisdom
was that then the car wouldn’t
be original anyway so why not
keep the original car intact —
as modified — and recognize
that that was its own important
piece of history.

In April of 1993 Roland got a
call from BF Goodrich’s ad
agency in LA as they were
doing a new ad campaign and
wanted to feature some sort of
Mopar. Roland asked me if I
wanted to help out and I fell
all over myself to say, “You
bet!!!”
They
very
professionally transported the
car to a sound stage in
Hollywood
where
they
meticulously prepared the car
for the photo shoot.

I liked that idea because I
could put some huge meats (a
set of 14X15 Weld Pro Stars
and
18.5X31
Mickey
Thompsons to be exact) in
those rear wheel wells as Pro
Street was just becoming the
rage. The rest of the car except
the hood is still the original
metal. This decision turned out
to be very important. This car
is a huge piece of automotive
history.
While the car at one time had
been a ten second NHRA
SS/D active race car, it was
now an awesome streetcar
with only 37,000 original
miles. It took almost three
years to do the project and
during this time the value
increased tenfold. The car
looked really nice but again I

They removed the rocker
“gills,” the road lamps and
painted the bumpers matching
green with washable studio
paint. The fender wells were
also painted with the washable
studio paint in black. These
things
were
done
so
that nothing would distract the
viewer from the tires/wheels.
The only thing they left of
minor distraction was the
Hooker headers lurking in the
shadows.
The car featured a nice set of
Boyd’s wheels with BF
Goodrich TA tires. Since that
time, the car has been seen on
the BF Goodrich road show
trailer (in pink) and on
millions of large wall posters
and tire covers posters
throughout the world. It is still
an active poster car featured
most recently with a Mustang
and Corvette. Because of this,
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the car has been on display at
several NHRA events on the
west coast.
Soon after, the producers of
SpeedVision used the car as
part of a display for the
opening of the new Speed
Channel. The car was also
used on the Exciting World of
Speed and Beauty with Linda
Vaughn and Dallas Raines
driving during the beginning
and ending of the program.

David Freiberger featured the
car in the July, 1993 issue of
Hot Rod Magazine and March
8th the car was also featured in
Deuce Magazine by Kazuki
Saito and Masato Tsukada
called
“The
American
Graffiti.” It was its first
centerfold. On October 30,
1998 Scott Williamson &
Scott Murphy at Photo Design
did a full layout and spec sheet
for their Encyclopaedia of
World History of Cars called
“Hot Cars?” Finally, It was
used by TTI Exhaust to
prototype their Hemi headers

and 3” exhaust systems for Ebodies.
Since the car’s completion in
1989, I have kept it tucked
away. There were 44 - Y07
HemiCuda made for and sent
to Canada with only 21 being
four speeds. This car was
number four according to
Galen Govier. It’s an honour
to share this car and its history
with
Chrysler
Power’s
esteemed readers. And it’s
been an honour to minister my
faith alongside Roland these
20+ years. Jesus is the reason!

Shafiroff Racing's 509
Engine Build
Reviving The Forgotten
Big-block

By Michael Galimi, Photography by
Scott Shafiroff Racing Engines (Super
Chevy Magazine)

What is old is new again—
isn't that how the old cliché
goes? It applies to so much in
our hobby, and one old item
that is new again is the Wseries engine. It debuted in
1958 as a 348ci engine with
the famous "W" shaped valve
covers. Chevrolet stuffed these
in cars and trucks alike. It
would lead to the famous 409
in 1961, an engine that has
become a cultural icon.
By 1963, output of the 409
swelled to 425hp thanks to
two four-barrel carburetors, a
solid roller camshaft, and
11.25:1 compression ratio. It
was this combination that
garnered a lion's share of the
attention, especially from a
13-year-old boy from New
York City named Scott
Shafiroff. "I was riding my
bike in my neighborhood
when a bright red 1963 Impala
SS with dual four barrels
drove by me," Shafiroff
reminiscent. He continued
going down memory lane: "I
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just gotten home when I heard
him doing some burnouts on
the road next to my house. He
launched it and ran through a
few gears before letting off—a
lot of hot Rodders would use
that road as a test track."

The young New Yorker would
follow the Impala SS home,
where the owner popped the
hood and showed him the
brand-new 409/dual carb
engine. "It was the one of the
first super-hot rods that I was
exposed to and that engine just
stuck with me. I've never
owned one, never raced one,
but that memory just stuck
with me. Just listening to the
two four barrels open up was
so cool," laughed Shafiroff.
The memories of the 409
remained with him through all
the years despite the next
generation MkIV big-block
taking over the performance
industry. The passion amongst
W-series enthusiasts still rages
today, and thanks to a couple
of aftermarket companies, a
few of Shafiroff's fellow car
club members, and some
ingenuity, the coolness factor
of a 409 has entered the vast
crate engine line-up at Scott
Shafiroff Racing Engines

(SSRE). Naturally, the team at
SSRE put their own twists on
the famous engine series by
offering three all-aluminum
versions of the legendary bigblock.
The W-series engines came
from the factory in three
different
configurations—
348ci, 409ci, and a rare 427ci.
Under the SSRE banner the
W-series lives on in a larger
package, with
a 509ci
dimension thanks to the World
Products/Bill
Mitchell
Products aftermarket engine
block.

"I came up with the 509ci
because the 4.250-inch stroke
crank fits perfectly with the
deck
height,"
explained
Shafiroff. According to the
seasoned engine builder, that
particular stroke size is perfect
for street applications. "You
get
great
torque
and
everything. If you were to go
with a bigger stroke then you
start to make compromises."
Shafiroff uses a 4.370-inch
bore size to come up with the
final displacement. The engine
size might not have a

historical reference other than
sounding similar to 409. As he
puts it, pistons and rings can
be made for any bore size, so
why not a 509? Another
overlooked fact is that when
the bore sizes get over 4.370inches,
head
gasket
availability becomes tougher
and the cylinder head doesn't
pick up any cfm flow numbers
Typically, most cylinder heads
increase airflow on the bench
when subjected to a larger
bore size as it un-shrouds the
valves. That, however, wasn't
the case with the Edelbrock
W-series cylinder heads. The
gains were barely recognized
with the larger bore so
Shafiroff just rolled with the
new W-series engines in the
509ci configuration using the
4.370-inch bore and 4.250inch stroke; he said, "It is like
a 409, but bigger."

The Real Street engine is the
starter package. It comes to the
party with 509hp, while the
Classic 509 has 565 hp. The
top of the line 509 is called the
Hot Hydraulic Roller, aka the
HHR.
To
support
truth
in
advertising, a hydraulic roller
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camshaft is a large part of the
625 hp output. The engine
build we followed made 617
hp on its first full pull on the
in-house SSRE dyno but
Shafiroff assured us that a
little more tweaking with the
carburetors and the engine
would make the advertised
625 hp.

The
World
Products/Bill
Mitchell Products block might
be the foundation, but it's the
Edelbrock 409 cylinder heads
that really take the engine to
the next level. The Performer
RPM heads have been treated
to a special SSRE package,
including CNC porting and a
very specific valve sizing.
SSRE offers the 509ci in a
single four-barrel carburetor
configuration with its Real
Street package and the
Edelbrock twin carburetor

intake manifold is used on the
Classic and HHR versions.

The block was designed to accept
mostly traditional MkIV big-block
Chevy-style engine components,
including
crankshaft,
harmonic
balancer, connecting rods, timing
chain and cover, camshaft (with 409
lobes), starter, and oil pan. The rest
of the parts require 409 components
like the water pump, custom pistons,
lifters, and pulleys (except the crank
pulley, which is a big-block Chevy
style).

"It's great that people today
can have these engines. Maybe
someone couldn't have one
back in the day, but now they
can with the 509," said
Shafiroff. He summed it all
up: "The 409 kind of got lost
and became old school once
all of other big-blocks came
out. This side of the hobby
isn't only about the quickest
E.T., but the coolness of the
engine and the 509 brings
together that great generation
of people."

This is what makes the new
generation W-series a reality—World
Products' aluminum engine block. It
features a 9.600-inch deck height
and is the first 409 W-series block to
be produced since 1966.

The rotating assembly is pretty
standard stuff, with an Eagle
crankshaft (4.250-inch stroke) and
connecting rods, along with custom
Diamond pistons (10.75:1) that are
built to SSRE specifications.

Shafiroff likes running the 4.250-inch
stroke in street engines. It provides
an excellent torque curve, but can
still rev nicely. He says it also allows
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for a good piston and rod design to
fit the W-series block's 9.600-inch
deck height.

The bores are 4.370-inches and
SSRE uses Total Seal rings that are
custom fit for these applications.
Here the rings are being file fit
during the assembly process.

World
Products/Bill
Mitchell
Performance W-series engine blocks
require a big-block Chevy camshaft
with 409-style lobes. SSRE tapped
Comp Cams to custom grind the
cam—this is the Hot Hydraulic Roller
engine that features a stout roller
camshaft for increased performance,
smooth idle, and is virtually a
maintenance-free
valvetrain.
Shafiroff preferred to remain tightlipped on the specs, so if you want to
know then you are going to have to
buy the engine. This is not
something Super Chevy would
typically allow, but for a build of this
type, we acquiesced to Scott's
wishes.

The short-block bolts together like
any other engine.

SSRE tapped into its inventory of
Moroso oil pans and oil pumps, as
the World Products block uses
several traditional big-block Chevy
components.

SSRE uses Manley stainless steel
valves with the intake measuring
2.250-inches, while the exhaust side
benefits from a 1.750-inch valve.

All SSRE engines come with ARP
head stud kits. This particular one is
specific for use in an aluminum
block.

Edelbrock released the 409 W-series
Performer RPM cylinder heads a few
years ago. The Performer RPM heads
on the SSRE engines feature
proprietary CNC-porting, custom
valves, and valvesprings specific for
this application.

Edelbrock makes two 409-specific
intake manifolds, a single four-barrel
version and a dual quad one. SSRE
uses the dual quad intake on the
HHR and Classic builds, while the
Real Street engine gets a single
carburetor.

Here you can see the intake ports
have been fully ported using a CNC
machine and then hand-finished.
Isky Enduro 1.530-inch valvesprings
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are added to the Edelbrock heads in
order to keep the valvetrain under
control.

RUMBLER MINISTRY
SCOTT W. BLOCK

What would a W-series engine be
without a set of fancy valve covers?
SSRE replicates the period style, but
uses the 509 moniker instead to let
onlookers know what lurks beneath.

STORIES
Stories. Many people like
stories. We go and watch
movies at the theatre or stay at
home and watch movies on
Netflix and say, “well, that
was a good story.” Sometimes
we say, “Well, that was a
terrible story.”
A traditional 409-style water pump is
required and Edelbrock was sourced
for the SSRE crate engine line.

Just about each and every one
of us likes to tell stories. The
forms of the stories are varied.
One story may be called a
“joke.” Another story may be
a “joke.” One we laugh at the
punch line, while the other
seems to be untrue or simply
hard to believe. While yet
other stories are called
narratives, parables, yarns,
accounts, fairy-tales, legends,
chronicles,
or
anecdotes.
Nevertheless, they are all
stories, unique stories, stories
that teach us something,
stories that reveal truth, stories

that reveal something about us
and stories that can be deep
and powerfully moving.
Take the “story” of Henry
Ford for instance. To tell the
story of someone usually we
begin with their birth. “Henry
Ford was born on July 30,
1863.” And if the person has
died, then we begin with,
“Henry Ford (July 30, 1863April 7, 1947) was born on a
farm in Greenfield Township,
Michigan.” And if the
person’s story is about a
famous person, then we like to
go back further to tell their
story than simply their birth. It
gives us a sense of who they
were and where they came
from. “Henry Ford’s father
William (1826-1905) was born
in County Cork, Ireland.”

Now that we have begun the
story, we like to know a little
more. “Henry Ford was an
American industrialist and the
founder of the Ford Motor
Company.” Well now, we may
say, this might be a good
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story. And so we want to
know a little more. “Henry
Ford was responsible for the
development of the assembly
line technique of mass
production. Although Henry
Ford did not invent the
horseless carriage known as
the automobile, he developed
and manufactured the first
automobile that people could
afford.” Hmmmm, so how do
you like that? Henry Ford did
not invent the automobile! Nor
did he invent the assembly
line! That’s a pretty interesting
story anyway. It is still
interesting although there have
been some misconceptions and
misperceptions
surrounded
and intertwined into this story.

Wouldn’t that make a good
story?
One interesting fact about
Henry Ford is that when he
decided to produce the famous
V-8 motor, he built an engine
with eight cylinders cast in a
one-piece block. Ford told his
engineers to produce a design
for this new engine. The
engineers agreed that it was
simply impossible to cast an
eight-cylinder engine-block in
one piece. Ford replied,
''Produce
it
anyway.”
Wouldn’t that make another
good story?

Due to that, we want to pry a
bit deeper and hear more of
the story. We are curious. We
begin to question and wonder
what was his “story”, his
“life”, like? What about the
person, his walk, his talk?
That would make a good story
wouldn’t it?
“Henry Ford revolutionized
the transportation industry. He
became one of the richest and
well-known people in the
world.” Since Henry was rich,
he became famous. Since
Henry became famous, people
liked to hear what he had to
say about his story. He was
attributed as saying many fine
things like, “The man who
thinks he can and the man who
thinks he can’t is both right.
Which
one
are
you?”

story is their life. Sometimes it
is a good story and sometimes
it is a bad story. Perhaps it
depends on perspective when
we decide for ourselves
whether our story is good or
bad. Some people may think
their story is bad, while others
looking in will say, “my, now,
that is really a good story.” It
is still and interesting story
although there have been some
misconceptions
and
misperceptions
surrounded
and intertwined into your
story.
So what is your “story”? What
is your walk and talk? What is
your
misconception
or
misperception of your story
that you would like others to
know? Would you say your
story is interesting, or perhaps
you would choose another
word entirely? Would you say,
your story is appealing,
attention-grabbing, exciting,
fascinating,
out-of-theordinary,
or
remarkable?
Where would you begin to tell
your story?
Perhaps a good way to end
Henry Ford’s story in this
article is another quote which
he been credited for saying.
He said, “I believe God is
managing affairs and that He
doesn’t need any advice from
me. With God in charge, I
believe everything will work
out for the best in the end. So
what is there to worry about?”

Each and every one of us has a
story. And in general, this

There is one more story that I
just want to touch on before I
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leave you to continue writing
your story. This particular
story has been called the
“greatest story ever told.” It is
the story about a God who
became a human. This
God/man came to be with us,
love us, and eventually, die for
us, in order to save us from
ourselves. This story can be
found in a book, a holy book,
called the “Bible.” I highly
recommend this story and this
book. It is a fascinating read. It
is a fascinating story because
it is a life-changing one. This
story will re-write yours.
May God watch over your
going out, you’re coming in;
you’re story-writing, from this
time forth and forevermore.
Thank you reading my story.
Keep on cruising! Blessings to
all of you!

Boom.
There were two SS454
Chevelles that year, the 360horse LS5, and God’s own
supercar, the omnipotent LS6.
With a solid-lifter cam, Holley
four-barrel and aluminum
intake, the LS6 was the endall, be all factory performer
from Chevrolet. Test results
varied from a best of 13.2 at
106 (Super Stock & Drag
Illustrated) and 13.44 at 108
(Hot Rod) with four-speeds to
13.8 with an automatic (Motor
Trend)—remember, this was
in bone-stock trim on F70-14
bias-ply tires! Except for a
couple of big-block Corvettes
and specialty machines from
the likes of Yenko and
Baldwin-Motion, nothing else
with a Bow Tie ever came
close in the quarter-mile.

1970 CHEVROLET LS6
CHEVELLE TEST DRIVE
Story by Jim Campinsano & Photos by Casey
J. Porter (Super Chevy Magazine)

At the pinnacle of the
American muscle car era,
Chevrolet dropped the Abomb on the competition: 454
cubic-inches, 450-horspower,
and 500 lb-ft of torque. It was
the LS6 version of the 1970
Chevelle SS454.

Thanks to the folks at
Auctions America, we had a
chance to spend an afternoon
driving a genuine Chevrolet
LS6 Chevelle. The car is going

to its Fort Lauderdale auction
on March 14-16, and the
Auctions
America
team
wanted to know if we wanted
to have a turn behind the
wheel before it went across the
block.
Quicker than you could say,
“Shut Down,” we were rolling
across Florida towards their
headquarters in Stuart, just
north of Fort Lauderdale.
What greeted us that day was
the Misty Turquoise LS6 you
see here. With the black
stripes and black vinyl top, it
was an unusual combination,
but we liked it. Were we
ordering it new, we wouldn’t
have ordered the vinyl top, but
that’s how it rolled off the
assembly line? There was no
power steering, though it did
have power brakes. Console?
None. The “infotainment
system” consisted of an AM
radio, Muncie four-speed, and
watching the Cowl Induction
hood flapper opens each time
we buried the throttle. And
that was often.

The LS6’s legend has grown
each day since the last one was
built. What surprised us most
was just how docile it was.
Pump the gas, turn the key and
it started right up. It idled
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fairly smoothly for what it
was, and with stock mufflers
and exhaust manifolds it was
remarkably quiet inside. Even
the M-22 Rock Crusher fourspeed made less noise than
most people remember. Keep
in mind that while most LS6
Chevelles ended up as
modified street machines or
racecars, when new they had
to meet GM’s strict standards
for drivability and reliability,
not
to
mention
the
government’s regulations for
noise. As such, they were
remarkably tractable, despite
their
awe-inspiring
capabilities. I could imagine
this being my daily driver
during the Nixon years.

This particular Chevrolet
SS454 LS6 Chevelle was an
older restoration and had a
couple of minor flaws; hence
Auctions America predicts it
will sell in the $45-55,000
range. That’s about half of
what one would expect to pay
for a recent high-dollar, frameoff resto. This could be the
bargain of the year, in our
opinion. This is an LS6
Chevelle in real-world, driver
condition. It can be enjoyed on
the street without the fear of
stone chips. It’s a great

investment, but one that can be
power-shifted.
While the LS6 had fresh gas in
the tank, it hadn’t been driven
in a while—something quite
common
in
high-dollar
collector cars. The more miles
we added, the better it felt. A
couple of 6,200-rpm pulls
helped clean the plugs, and the
454 felt stronger and stronger
as the day wore on. Despite it
being 80 degrees outside, the
big, iron Rat under the hood
never went over 210 degrees
while idling in traffic, which is
the normal operating temp.
When cruising, it held a steady
180 or so.

As for the manual steering,
it’d been a while since we
drove an old muscle car
without power assist. At speed
it felt great—good feel and
direct—but at slow speeds it
was a real workout. Worth the
tradeoff? If you didn’t do a lot
of parallel parking back in the
day, you’d have never missed
it. The front disc brakes were a
tad on the touchy side, most
definitely over-assisted. The
Hurst shifter was everything
its reputation would have you
believe. Quick, short throws—
impossible to miss a gear.

And what magic rowing that
shifter was. As it said in the
ancient Hot Rod road test, the
LS6 seemed happiest being
shifted at 6,100 or 6,200 rpm.
Stepping on the throttle at
anything over an idle melted
the
BFGoodrich
radials.
Sidestepping the clutch at
3000 put you back in the seat
and had the tail end of the
Chevelle sliding east-west,
while the Posi and 500 lb-ft of
torque had the car rushing
north. Ones the tires hooked,
the acceleration was steady
and strong, right into second
and third gear.

Owing to the dual-purpose
nature of the machine, the ride
quality of the Chevrolet
Chevelle was an absolute
pleasure. It’s no wonder GM
sold millions of A-bodies
every year from its various
divisions. Even with the SS
suspension, this car rode
superbly. It was flat in corners,
yet never remotely harsh. This
example was also rattle-free.
There was a ton of room for
five adults and a giant trunk to
haul their belongings. With the
windows up, the cockpit was
remarkably quiet.
The LS6 Chevelle was the
ultimate performance car in an
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era rife with them. Refined is
rarely a word associated with
this breed, but I have to say in
100-percent stock trim, it’s a
word I could use. I would see
it running mid-13s off the
showroom floor, then 11s with
open headers, slicks and
typical modifications from
back in the day.
What a machine. What a day.

PREWAR CAR AND TRUCK
BARN FIND COLLECTION
IN ENID, OKLAHOMA TO
BE OFFERED BY
VANDERBRINK AUCTIONS

him to make changes to his
business for zoning.
Being a tough old bird, Jordon
thought no one was going to
tell him how he was going to
run his business, so he shut the
doors in 1953. However,
Jordon continued to buy cars
and soon his property was
covered with hundreds of
collector vehicles from the
1910s to the 1940s along with
some 1950s vehicles. The
collection eventually grew to
approximately 250 vehicles
comprised of such treasures as
1936 and supercharged 1937
Cord
automobiles,
an
aluminum-bodied
1939
Lincoln seven-passenger sedan
and many other 1930s and
1940s vehicles.

Story and photos by Yvette Vanderbrink (Old
Cars Weekly)

Oklahoma is a state that has
endured many booms and
busts, from the Dust Bowl of
the Dirty Thirties to oil and
cattle booms. Residents of the
state are just as tough as the
worst times they have
endured, and their stories are
equally amazing.
Oliver Jordon is one of those
Tough “Okies.” In 1945,
Jordon purchased an existing
salvage yard in the town of
Enid, Okla. He bought and
sold parts until the city told

One of the two Cord front-drive automobiles
in the Oliver Jordon Collection. This appears
to be a 1936; a 1937 Cord in the collection is
supercharged.

Jordon guarded to his fortress
with barbed wire and mean
dogs. Nobody was going to
take his property and tell him
what to do.

Jordon became known as the
“man with all the cars” and
endured
constant inquiries
from people who wanted to
buy his cars and parts, but the
answer
was
always
a
resounding “No!” When he
wasn’t guarding his land
against expansion by the city
of Enid, Jordon was constantly
trying to maintain his privacy.

In one story, a color-coded
map of the City of Enid was
drawn up to show an area for
incorporation. Jordon’s three
acres were coded with a single
“pink middle finger,” a
testament to the old man’s
resistance
to
being
incorporated and following the
city’s rules, which he thought
would endanger his collection.
Along with all of the old iron,
Jordon shared his life with his
wife Ruby, and both were very
dear to Jordon. In 2001, Ruby
fell off a ladder and the family
came in to help. One
Grandson, Stuart Piontek,
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became determined to better
know this tough character and
he started working with his
grandparents to help them get
ready for their end years. He
helped move the cars,
inventory them and event built
a building to help protect some
of them. Many of the original
buildings were in disrepair and
had begun falling on the cars,
including a 1936 Cord.

When Jordon died in 2004, he
left his wife with all the old
iron. The family again worked
to help her and at one time,
they had advertised the
collection as one lot and
images from it were widely
circulated online. This led too
many visits from several
famous people, but didn’t
conclude in a deal. Ruby
Jordon has now passed and the
family is now offering
vehicles from the amazing
collection individually at
auction to the highest bidder
on the weekend of June 7,
2014.

the vehicles are restorable and
rare, and some are incomplete
bodies that could be made into
hot rods or serve as part
donors.
The collection is not limited to
vehicles. There are also
hundreds of parts for vehicles
primarily from the 1930s and
1940s.
This will be a big weekend for
restorers, hot Rodders and rat
Rodders. The auction will be
held on-site and online at the
Jordon home in Enid, Okla.
Many of the parts will be
offered only to on-site bidders,
but for those who cannot
attend, Vanderbrink Auctions,
LLC will also offer the
vehicles and some parts on an
online auction.

A row of coupes at the Oliver Jordon
Collection in Enid, Oklahoma, each to be
offered be Vanderbrink Auctions, LLC

Trucks from the Jordon Collection to be
offered during the sale.

Vanderbrink Auctions, LLC
will offer this amazing
collection of about vehicles
from the 1910s to the 1950s
with the majority being from
the 1930s and ’40s. Many of

The property must be cleared
so this is your only chance to
buy one of these unique pieces
of history. Chances start at
9:30 a.m. June 7 and go all
day; if any vehicles and parts
remain to be sold, they will be
offered July 8. A preview will
be held June 6. All vehicles
will be sold as is at no reserve.
Watch
for
Facebook,

details

on
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vanderbrinkauctions.com and
through
Vanderbrink
Auctions’ free newsletter.

on everything our U.S. armed
forces have done to allow hot
rodding to thrive. First, of
course, because of the basic
freedoms afforded Americans
due to the actions of veterans
worldwide, dating to the
Revolutionary War.
A big 1940 Buick touring sedan with the
handsome rear deck leads a line of other
1940s treasures from Dodge, Studebaker and
Ford.

There appear to be some pretty handsome
coupe bodies in the collection.

There are many truck cabs in the collection.

HOT ROD THANKS OUR
The 1939 Lincoln K sedan with aluminum
coachwork.

This cluster shows a circa-1935 Oldsmobile
sedan, as well as a slightly later Packard and
a 1946-1948 Ford coupe.

We feel that hot rodding’s
success can be directly tied to
the
actions
of
service
members. WWI veterans had
offspring who were raised in
the depression and learned the
work ethic and grit that we hot
Rodders prize, and many of
those kids then went into
service during WWII. Hot
rodding’s birth was in the
years prior to WWII, but news
of it spread as southern
California hot Rodders talked
it up in foxholes worldwide.
Those same guys learned skills
in the armed forces, some in
management and others in
hand trades. When they came
home from war, many used
that
aptitude
to
create
businesses in the hot rodding
world.

US VETERANS

Story and photos by David Freiburger
(hotrod.com)

Its Veterans Day 2013, and
we’re happy to pause to reflect

HOT ROD has remained close
to service members ever since.
During Korea, the magazine
ran some photos from a ship’s
crew that launched an old
Plymouth off an aircraft
carrier. (Can you imagine the
outcry if anyone did that
today?). The magazine also
speed-tested a tank at El
Mirage, as seen in the photo.
During Vietnam, racers and
cars toured to meet the troops.
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HOT ROD ran a story of Don
Garlits’ visit there. Later, Big
Daddy did burnouts on aircraft
carriers for HOT ROD. So did
Kenny Bernstein. In the ’80s,
Editor Jeff Smith did F16 ridealong, and HOT ROD covered
a nuclear sub. In the ’90s, we
had a car-show series on
military bases.
Ever since 9/11, it’s been far
more difficult to generate fun
editorial stories with the
military, but we maintain
contact with service members
through the magazine itself,
and we’re always touched by
their stories of entire battalions
sharing a single issue of the
magazine, and the way our
words and photos help farflung service people feel a
connection to home.
So, to all our U.S. veterans,
HOT ROD remembers. Thank
you for your service and
sacrifices.

MUSCLE CAR HERO
Story and photos by (kennybernstein.com)

KENNY BERNSTEIN

Birthplace: Clovis, New
Mexico
Current Residence: Lake
Forest, California
Years with Budweiser King
Racing: 29 Years
Other racing experience:
Began pro career in the late
1960s in Top Fuel dragsters
and Funny Cars, and in 1973
reached the Funny Car finals
at the NHRA Winternationals
at Pomona, Calif. Returned to
racing in 1978, and a year later
was the Funny Car winner at
the NHRA Cajun Nationals at
Baton Rouge, La. In 1980,
began an association with the
Budweiser brand of AnheuserBusch, Inc., which stands as
the longest-running active
team/sponsor partnership in
motorsports. A four-time
NHRA Winston Funny Car
Champion, and also an IHRA
Winston World Championship

Funny Car crown to his credit,
he is a seven-time AARWBA
Auto Racing All-American.
Bernstein earned the title
“King of Speed” when he
became the first NHRA driver
to break the elusive 300 mileper-hour barrier when he was
clocked at 301.70 mph on
March 20, 1992, during
qualifying for the NHRA
Gatornationals at Gainesville,
Fla. He was the first to reach
310 mph, when he was
clocked at 311.85 mph on
October 30, 1994, at Pomona
Calif. Holds the unique
distinction of being the first
and only race team owner to
have collected wins in each of
America’s
three
major
motorsports series -- NHRA
Winston
Drag
Racing,
NASCAR Winston Cup and
IndyCar. Won the 1996
NHRA Winston Top Fuel
Championship becoming the
first driver to win NHRA
championships in both Top
Fuel and Funny Car. Honored
at the 1997 Car Craft awards
banquet by receiving the
prestigious Ollie Award with
Dale Armstrong for all of their
years of dedication to the sport
of NHRA Winston Drag
Racing. Inducted into Petersen
Publishing
HOT
ROD
Magazine’s Hall of Fame as
one of the Top 100 Most
Influential People within the
high performance industry.
Won his second NHRA Top
Fuel championship in 2001, by
virtue of eight national event
wins. In 2001, he won 61
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rounds of competition, setting
an NHRA record for the
number of Top Fuel rounds
won in a season, a record that
was intact at the end of
Bernstein’s driving career. In
2001 he set both ends of the
world performance records,
speed (332.18 mph) and
elapsed time (4.477 seconds),
records
that
were
still
unbroken at the end of
Bernstein’s 2002 driving
career. Also in 2001, he was
voted in the top ten drivers in
NHRA’s 50-year history. In
2003, Bernstein competed in
15 NHRA national events,
substituting for his son who
was injured May 18 in
Englishtown, N.J. Bernstein
won four of the last five events
of the ’03 season, amassing 39
Top Fuel victories boosting
him to second on the all-time
Top Fuel win list, surpassing
the legendary Don Garlits. His
39 Top Fuel victories,
combined with 30 Funny Car
victories, make him No. 2 on
the career nitro (Top Fuel and
Funny Car) win list. Also,
Bernstein surpassed 1000
rounds of competition, which
ranks him No. 2 on the alltime list of nitro category
career rounds of competition.

Hall of Fame during a gala at
the Texas Motor Speedway.
Bernstein staged an NHRA
comeback in 2007 driving a
Monster Energy/Lucas Oil
Dodge Charger Funny Car and
finished runner-up twice. At
the end of the 2007 season, he
made a decision to step from
the cockpit and continue his
role as owner of the
Budweiser/Lucas Oil Top Fuel
dragster and the Monster
Energy Funny Car.

In 2005 Bernstein was named
by the American Auto Racing
Writers and Broadcasters
Association as one of 12
nominees for the Newsmaker
of the Half-Century award. In
April of 2006, he was inducted
into the Texas Motor Sports

Kenny Bernstein surprised the
racing community when he
announced his 2007 Funny
Car comeback at the wheel of
the Monster Energy/Lucas Oil
Funny Car. In an equally
stunning announcement in
December of 2007, Bernstein

revealed his decision to step
out of the driver’s seat and
named popular Funny Car
shoe Tommy Johnson Jr. as
his successor.
After amassing four Funny
Car titles (1985-1988) and two
Top
Fuel
championships
(1996, 2001), six-time NHRA
champion Kenny Bernstein
retired
from
NHRA
competition as a driver at the
end of the 2002 season.

Responsibilities: Bernstein, a
“hands on” team owner,
continues to market, sell, and
manage
Budweiser
King
Racing and travels to each
event.
Hobbies: Riding motorcycles,
golfing, and speed walking.

MOTORSPORTS ICON
AND HALL OF FAMER

In 2003, he returned to drive
unexpectedly when his son,
Brandon,
suffered
back
injuries in a racing accident
that sidelined him for the
season. Kenny finished the
season with a flourish,
winning the last four of five
races, tallying 69 career
victories, 30 in Funny Car and
39 in Top Fuel. There was
hardly a major NHRA award
he hadn’t won, and most he’d
won in multiples. At the track
in his role solely as team
owner, though, his competitive
nature and the itch to return to
the cockpit made him an
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uncomfortable
observer.

sideline

Monster Energy provided the
perfect
sponsorship
opportunity for Bernstein’s
return to NHRA competition.
Bernstein’s 2007 season,
touted as the “Back in Black”
tour, was highlighted by a pair
of runner-up finishes. When
seasoned Funny Car driver
Tommy Johnson Jr. confided
at the end of 2007 that he was
without a ride for 2008,
Bernstein decided to seize the
opportunity to hire Johnson
and put his own helmet back
on the shelf.

Known
as
a
savvy
businessman, Bernstein is a
merchandiser, salesman and
avid ambassador for products
he represents.
It’s his
combination
of
professionalism, commitment
and competitiveness that have
made him a motorsports icon.
Bernstein has always credited
his father, Bert, with teaching
him the principals of business
that have contributed to his
success. In his adult years,

Kenny owned a variety of
successful businesses and is
widely credited with turning
the hobby of racing into the
business of racing. In 1985
Kenny Bernstein formed one
of the first sports marketing
companies that focused its
efforts
exclusively
in
motorsports. Representing a
number of fortune 500
companies, King Sports grew
into becoming a major player
in literally every major form
of motorsports in America.
Bernstein
began
his
professional driving career in
the late 1960s in Top Fuel
dragsters and Funny Cars in
and around Texas. He was in
and out of racing in the ‘70s,
spending the majority of his
time founding and managing a
chain of restaurants named
Chelsea Street Pubs. In 1980
he
became
a
fulltime
campaigner on the NHRA
circuit
with
Budweiser
sponsorship, having sold his
interest in the restaurants. He
dominated
Funny
Car
competition in the 1980s
setting many performance

records. He switched to Top
Fuel in 1990 and continued to
make history.
Bernstein earned the title
“King of Speed” when he
became the first NHRA driver
to break the 300 miles-perhour barrier March 20, 1992,
during qualifying for the
NHRA Gatornationals in
Gainesville, Fla.
He was also the first to win
championships in both nitro
categories, Funny Car and Top
Fuel.
He
holds
the
unique
distinction of being the first
and only race team owner to
have collected wins in each of
America’s
three
major
motorsports series: NHRA
drag racing, NASCAR, and
CART.
In May of ‘92, the same year
Bernstein made headlines as
the first to surpass the 300
miles-per-hour
barrier
in
NHRA drag racing, the CART
team he owned, with Roberto
Guerrero at the wheel, won the
pole for the Indy 500.
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Bernstein’s roster of CART
drivers included such stars as
Johnny Rutherford, Al Unser,
Sr. and Jim Crawford.
On the NASCAR side, Ricky
Rudd and Brett Bodine
headlined the driving efforts,
led by crew chief turned
television personality, Larry
McReynolds.
Bernstein was nominated for
the American Auto Racing
Writers and Broadcasters
Association Newsmaker of the
Half-Century award in 2005.
Other nominees included in
the list of motor sports royalty
in alphabetical order were:
Mario
Andretti,
Dale
Earnhardt, John Force, A.J.
Foyt, the France family, Jeff
Gordon, Dan Gurney, the
Hulman-George family, Wally
Parks, Roger Penske and
Richard Petty.
Bernstein was also voted in
the top 10 on NHRA’s 50
Greatest Drivers list in 2001.
He was inducted into the
Texas Motor Sports Hall of
Fame in 2006 and the Don
Garlits International Drag
Racing Hall of Fame in 2007.
He has made his mark, but his
expertise goes far beyond wins
and losses. He is first and
foremost a businessman and
he is focused on helping to
build awareness and sales for
Monster Energy drinks and
Budweiser.

“We’ve enjoyed a lot of
accolades in our career,”
summarized Bernstein. “Now
it’s time for me to take a step
back, continue to guide
Brandon’s career, and be there
to help and support Tommy.

THE DAY THE MUSIC
DIED: The Amazing
Two-way Hod Rodding
Connection

“It’s been a good ride and we
owe a debt of gratitude to
numerous people who have
contributed to our success
through the years. Perhaps I
can repay that debt and
contribute to the success of
others.”

Story and photos by David Freiburger
(hotrod.com)

February 3, 1959—55 years
ago today. It’s the “Day the
Music Died,” the date when
pop stars Buddy Holly, the
Big Bopper, and Ritchie
Valens perished in a small
plane crash in an Iowa field.
How can this relate to hot
rodding? Partially because so
many HOT ROD readers were
in their impressionable youth
at the time—but wait for the
amazing,
if
far-flung,
connections to two HOT
ROD veterans.
We begin on January 31,
1957, when future HOT ROD
staffer and HOT ROD Deluxe
editor Dave Wallace Jr. was in
second
grade
at
St.
Genevieve’s
Elementary
School in Panorama City,
California. If you recall the
1987 movie La Bamba, which
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was about the life of Ritchie
Valens, then you likely
remember the scenes of an
airplane falling out of the sky
over a school yard. It was a
Hollywood device, as Valens
didn’t witness that. But Dave
Wallace did.
On that day in 1957, a
Douglas DC-7B airliner and
an Air Force Northrop F-89J
Scorpion jet plane collided
over Pacoima. The jet had one
bailout survivor, and the rest
of the crew died when the
plane crashed into the nearby
La Tuna Canyon in the
Verdugo mountains. The DC7B plummeted to Earth,
breaking up and showering
debris over the church and
Pacoima Junior High School,
where Ritchie Valens was
enrolled, but not present that
day. A Wikipedia account of
the event can be seen here.
Amazingly, a program in the
school auditorium was being
recorded, and the sounds of
the crash can be heard here, as
well as some eye-witness
accounts.
Valens later recorded a concert
at the school, and that album is
shown above.
Our own Dave Wallace shared
his story of the crash with us,
qualifying that these are the
recollections of a secondgrader’s impressions nearly
six decades after the fact: “I
was in the second grade at St.
Genevieve’s
elementary

school, still on Roscoe in
Panorama City. Our teacher,
Sister Virgilias [spelling?],
had just lined us up on the
playground after recess. We
heard a loud noise in the sky
and looked up to see a fireball
nearly directly overhead, with
large pieces of metal falling.
The scariest part was the nun
saying, ‘Run inside, children,
it’s a nuclear attack.’ (Nice,
huh?)
“We did the duck-and-cover
bit beneath our desks that
we’d all been practicing since
kindergarten. (Remember, our
bombing of Japan was less
than a decade old when I
started school in ’54.) I
remember vividly, even after
all this time and drain damage,
accepting the reality that I’d
never see my family again.
“Skip ahead half a century to a
conversation with [NHRA
Museum Curator] Greg Sharp,
who mentioned that the flight
engineer was [drag racer and
hot rod legend] Gene Adams’s
father. The next time I saw
Gene at the track, he and his
son, who’d become an
aerospace engineer at the same
company, confided that the
‘inside’ story, never made
public, had it that the jet
jockey was fooling around
with lock-on radar and caused
the collision.”
Indeed, Gene’s father Waldo
Adams died at 42 years old
that day. Information on him,

plus a far-better-than-Wiki
account of the entire crash
with photos, can be seen at the
page here.
So there you have it. Through
a real event that was semifictionalized in a movie about
Ritchie Valens, who died 55
years ago today, you have an
amazing connection to two
stars of the hot rodding world.
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the Stutsman County Fair and
races going on. More on that
in the future.

JAMESTOWN CLASSIC
CAR CLUB NEWS
The Jamestown Classic Car
Club held its’ monthly
meeting February 25th at the
Jamestown Vocational Center.
The annual “Winter Wheels
Car Show” that was held at the

Jamestown
Civic
Center
February 8th was the main
topic of discussion. Due to the
nice weather on that day, there
was a great turn-out with a
near record attendance, as
people from six states came
through the door and again the
show was a huge success.
People’s choice awards were
given out, as well as a pictured
plaque for every entry. Also
discussed was the NDSRA
annual shop tour that was
scheduled for March 1 & 2, as
several members were going.
This was the first spring shop
tour that was set up for two
days, so we’re curious as to
how that turned out. Also
discussed was having the upcoming summer meetings at
various members’ garage
locations and road runs. The
James Valley Street Machines
Clubs’ “Two Lane Blacktop”
summer road cruise scheduled
in July was also brought up.
Planning for this summer’s car
show will begin in the
upcoming meetings and is
tentatively scheduled for July
5th. It will be quite a weekend
beginning July 4th, parades,

The Jamestown Classic Car
Club meets every 4th Tuesday
and membership is only
$20.00 per family or single.
Call President Jack Meikle at
701-252-4246 / 701-320-4246
or
email
at
meik_j@csicable.net or call
Vice President Craig Gaier at
701-269-8150 or email at
rjdatsun@hotmail.com
for
club information.
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AROUND MILL HILL

anybody fired or to slam a
business. It is a fact finding
mission.

24 Points 96.00%
4. Mention/Offer
Appetizer? Options:
24 points 96.00%

S&R TRUCK PLAZA

Around Mill Hill is going to
be a monthly evaluation of
area businesses. If you are a
paid member of the JVSM and
would like to take part in this
program, please let me know
Skovy@donwilhelm.com and
I will add your name to the
list.

Last month, Tom Ravely,
Rhonda Ravely, Craig Gaier,
Larry Gilge and Skovy went to
S&R Truck Plaza, Jamestown
and evaluated the service and
food we received.
Mind you, this article is not
written to slam and business,
but it is written to make the
public aware of services the
Jamestown area residence are
getting.
Evaluations are based on a 0 to
5 rating. A number 5 is the
best rating and a 0 rating is
area needing work. There is a
total of 500 points to be
scored. 25 points per line and
there are 20 fields that are
evaluated.
Again, these evaluations are
not for the intention for getting

APPETIZER:
1. Serve the soup or salad
within a reasonable
time:
24 Points 96.00%
2. Was the order correct,
complete and properly
prepared?
23 points 92.00%
4 STARS OUT OF 4!
Appetizers were The Sampler.
Our Main Course was Ribeye
Steak. The desert was Oreo Ice
Cream Desert, Coconut Cream
Pie, and Strawberry Pie.
MEET & GREET:
1. Convey the feeling that
you were a valued
customer:
23 points 92.00%
2. Seat you and deliver
menus in a courteous
manner:
23 points 92.00%
3. Was the staff properly
attired?
24 points 96.00%
SERVER:
1. Suggest a beverage or
specialty drink:
23 points 92.00%
2. Appear
to
be
knowledgeable about
the menu items:
25 Points 100.00%
3. Remain
attentive
throughout the dining
experience:

ENTRÉE:
1. Were
appropriate
condiments served?
22 Points 88.00%
2. Check back to ensure
that your meal was
satisfactory:
24 Points 96.00%
3. Offer
refills
on
beverage/drinks:
25 Points 100.00%
4. Was the order correct,
complete and properly
prepared?
24 Points 96.00%
DESERT:
1. Mention/Offer Desert?
Options:
24 Points 96.00%
2. Was the order correct,
complete and properly
prepared?
23 Points 92.00%
GENERAL:
1. Did they appear to be
busy and efficient in
their work?
24 Points 96.00%
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2. Were
the
tables
properly bussed?
24 Points 96.00%
3. Did the bartenders
appear
neat
and
professional in their
appearance?
25 Points 100.00%
4. Did the overall dining
experience meet or
exceed
your
expectations:
23 Points 92.00%
5. Were there enough
employees to take care
of guests?
24 Points 96.00%
TOTAL POINTS:
475 points 95.00%
EVALUATION:
I think the S&R Truck Plaza is
Jamestown’s best kept secret
for evening dinners. I know
they have a fantastic breakfast
and lunch menu, but usually
for dinner the Truck Plaza is
not somewhere I usually stop.
Forget that notion now.
When
the
“RUMBLER”
evaluation team we went to
S&R around 6:30 they were
having a Ribeye Steak special.
It was only $11.95 and the
steak was so big it covered
half the plate. How could we
pass it up? Well the word must
be getting out because when
the evaluation team arrived
expecting to see minimal
people there, we were
surprised to see the place
almost full. Now I’m thinking

if we can even get a place to
sit down. They did work to put
a big enough table together
though and sat us right down.
The grading speaks for itself
folks. Look that over and see
for yourself the great time our
evaluation team and I would
suspect even you would have
dining there for the evening.
When our steaks came out the
team
was
deep
into
conversation about the Dakota
Black Top Tour coming this
summer that I didn’t even
notice that I cut my entire
steak with a butter knife.
WOW! And it had great flavor
also. When we completed our
meal there was no left over
steak anywhere, we ate it all.
Fantastic job staff of S&R
Truck Plaza!
S&R Truck Plaza
Bask in it
You get 4 Stars out of 4.
Thanks for the great dinner
and experience!

JAMESTOWN ELKS
#995 CLUB NEWS

The Lodge continues to be
busy as spring is finally rolling
around. Old Timers’ night was
held February 18th with a nice
attendance
as
special
recognition and awards were
given out to 50 year members,
25 year members and Life-
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Time members. Early-Bird
signup for members who
wished to pay the upcoming
years dues drew a nice crowd
on March 6th. “Giving Hearts
Day’ was a huge success with
over $44,000 raised for Camp
Grassick. Thank-You each and
every donor. The next event is
the “Running O’ The Green”
that will be held March 15th.
Anyone who wishes to be in
the “Running” can pre-sign at
the Elks Lodge on March 14th,
with corned-beef sandwiches
being served. The “Running”
will go off Saturday March
15th, with the Elks Lodge as
one of the stops and there will
be burgers and brats served.
Hope all goes well and makes
this the best “Running” yet.
Hats off to Larry “Knobby”
Knoblich for all his hard work
and effort he puts into the
“Running” every year for 36
years now. One of the big
yearly events scheduled for
March 27th is the “Installation
of Officers” and banquet.
Anyone who wishes to attend
may do so and a sign-up sheet
will be at the Elks Lodge for
the banquet dinner with your
choice of beef or fish dinner.
We will also have live music
for entertainment and it will be
a nice evening for all, that’s
MARCH 27TH. New members
and quests always welcome,
just stop on by the Lodge at
324-2nd
Ave.
SW
in
Jamestown (open hours vary).
Now this month some news
from the Lodge Trustees:

The trustees would like to
congratulate
our
Exalted
Ruler-Elect Craig Gaier, our
new Secretary-Elect Tammy
Kastet, as well as all of our
newly elected officers and
trustees who will take office in
early
April.
We
are
appreciative that we have
members who are interested
and willing to step up to help
ensure that Elks Lodge 995
will be a force for good in our
community for many years
into the future. Now that we
have a new home and things
are going quite well, we need
to continue to build our
membership
and
hold
activities that are of interest to
our members and needed in
our community. If there is
something that you would like
to see from our Elks Lodge,
please contact one of the
Officers, Trustees or our
incoming Exalted Ruler Craig
and let us know what is on
your mind.
We are also
always interested in having
new volunteers to help with
projects around the Lodge,
including Steak and/or Burger
Frys as spring and summer roll
around. We had some very
good events last year and we
hope to be able to build on that
this year, perhaps with a
slightly
different
format.
Again, your thoughts are also
appreciated. Just remember
this is your Elks Lodge and we
need to have it conform to the
needs of our members and
community. To do that we
need your thoughts and help.

Thank you for your continued
support of Elks Lodge #995.
Trustees of Elks Lodge #995 –
Jo Biloff, Mark Lee, Dwaine
Heinrich, Dave Nelson and
Trustee-elect
Neil
(Tex)
Weatherly.
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CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY:

1964 CHEVROLET
RAMPSIDE PICKUP

Story and photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars
Weekly)

Chevrolet Corvair guys have a
reputation for believing that
“one is never enough.” Jim
Enfield of Felton, Pa., would
be one of those guys. He
doesn’t deny it. He didn’t start
out trying to become a Corvair
collector, of course, but one
led to another, and another,
and another.
“I’ve got four of them now.
I’m out of space,” he laughs.
“I even bought a trailer to keep
one of them in.”
Enfield’s stable includes an
award-winning 1963 Monza
convertible,
1962
station
wagon and a 1962 Corvan
panel van. Perhaps his most
interesting vehicle, however,
is his 1964 Rampside pickup
— a true oddity in any old car
circle and one of the most
unique pickups ever built.
On top of all the other things
to like about the truck — its
wonderful
condition,

originality and scarcity among
them — Enfield’s turquoiseand-white Rampside is a true
“barn find.”
“I found this one in an online
ad in I think 2004 from a guy
in Mechanicsburg, Pa.,” he
recalled. “I went up and
looked at it and thought,
‘Well, I’m going to get this!’
The guy pulled it out his barn
that it had been in for 19 years.
It wasn’t driven for 19 years
until I bought it.”

about it and I really don’t
know what he planned to do
with it.”
The truck was the third
Corvair Enfield had ever
owned. He got his first rearengine machine as a teenager
and quickly became a fan for
life. “My first car was a 1963
Corvair convertible … and
about 12 years ago I found
another one just like my
original one,” he said.
“A convertible — they are like
a dime a dozen. There are
many,
many
Corvair
convertibles around — of the
early models. I wanted
something different, rarer.”

Amazingly, the truck still ran.
It was in no shape to drive
back to Felton, but the fact
that it started at all was a
bonus for Enfield. “It was
running very rough. It was
only hitting on about three
cylinders,
I think,”
he
chuckled. “But it ran enough
that I drug it up on the tow
dolly and we took it home.”
Enfield isn’t sure why the
previous owner parked the
truck and let it sit for so long.
The Rampside had clearly
been taken care of over the
years. “He had a little farm
there, so I guess it was for
light farming,” he said. “I
couldn’t find anything else

He found it in the Rampside,
the
Spartan,
uniquely
utilitarian hauler that lived in
the Chevrolet line from 1961’64. The Corvair 95 series was
unveiled for the ’61 model
year as America’s first true
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small van and a director
competitor to the similarly
rear-engine Volkswagen van.
The driver-forward 95 series
trucks and vans were built on
the Corvair platform and used
the same air-cooled rear
engine and transaxle. The
same
fully
independent
suspension used on the
Corvair automobiles also gave
the 95 series trucks a definite
advantage over their domestic
competition.

Initially, the 95 series lineup
included a Corvan panel van,
Greenbriar passenger van,
Load side truck with a
traditional rear tailgate, and a
Rampside, with both a rear
tailgate and bottom-hinged
door on the passenger side that
dropped
down
and
transformed into a ramp. The
side ramp door was covered

on top with a rubber shield to
protect it when the ramp was
lowered.

To move the driver far enough
ahead of the front wheels, the
wheelbase was shortened to 95
inches — hence the 95 series
moniker — which was 13
inches less than a Corvair
sedan. The unitized pickups
had a box that was 43 7/8
inches wide and 105 inches
long. The bed was raised
slightly
in
back
to
accommodate the engine.
Standard equipment included a
144.8-cid, air-cooled opposed
six-cylinder engine attached to
a
three-speed
manual
transmission. The Corvair
featured two carburetors and
were rated at about 95 hp and
128 lbs.-ft. of torque. A liberal
use of aluminum in the engine
helped keep the Rampside’s
weight to 2,665 lbs. and
helped
keep
handling
manageable, although the
Corvair commercial rigs were
never lauded for their agility.

The trucks had a respectable
payload rating of 1,500 lbs.
with a gross vehicle weight
ceiling of 4,700 lbs.

The engine was accessed from
a flip-up panel in the rear of
the bed. Up front were two
sets of prominent headlights
and a concave, sculpted
contrast strip run from nose to
tail? Inside were a simple
bench seat, large truck-style
steering wheel and minimalist
dash.
The Loadside pickup was
discontinued after the 1962
model run, but the Corvan and
Rampside lasted for four years
before
dwindling
sales
prompted GM to give up on
the line. The 95 Series trucks
and vans got off to a decent
start in 1961 when Chevy built
15,806 of the Corvan panel
vans, 10,787 Rampside trucks
and 2,475 Loadside trucks.
That was as good as it got,
though, and by 1964 only
8,147 Corvans and just 851
Rampside vans were built
before the plug was pulled on
the Corvair commercial line,
leaving
the
Greenbriar
passenger van to soldier on
alone.
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Enfield wound up with one of
the few 1964 Rampside
pickups that are still rolling.
His truck is equipped with an
optional four-speed manual
transmission (a $71.10 extra),
gasoline heater (also $71.10)
that ran off gas from the
pickup’s tank, and two-tone
paint ($25.10). The truck
shows 55,000-plus miles on
the odometer and is in
impressive shape for a largely
unrestored machine. Enfield
has spruced things up and
taken the engine apart, but
most of the truck is
unmolested.

“The first thing I do when I
get a Corvair is tear the engine
down and detail it and get it
running right,” he said. “I
spent quite a bit of time on the
engine
and
engine
compartment… It did run and
it did drive, but boy did it
smoke. I left a trail. I’m pretty
sure he had to put a battery in
it to start with. I’m not sure
what else he did to get it to
start. Corvair are pretty tough!
“The condition was still very
good and I still have not
repainted it. Some of it is
original paint. A lot of people

say it looks pretty good. The
exterior is the way I got it. I
think it had been repainted, but
I think that was like 30 or 40
years ago. It does have some
dents
and
dings,
and
everybody says that gives it
character. The bed was sort of
beat up. I’ve seen worse. The
cab just needed freshening up.
I wound up painting the inside.
That was within the first year
of me having it.”

spread out his hobby miles
between his four Corvair, but
Enfield knows he’ll always get
plenty of attention when he
shows up in his pickup, and
he’ll have fun getting there. “I
like driving it. It has 4-speed
transmission and I like shifting
gears! You can’t do that much
anymore in new cars and
trucks.

Like the way it steers. It’s got
a big steering wheel on it. It’s
a truck steering wheel. It steers
good as far as I’m concerned,
and even though it’s only 95
hp it has some get up and go.
The back of it is the heavy
part, because the engine is
back there. It’s good in snow,
but I haven’t tried any lately!”
The vinyl seat covering is
original, Enfield believes, as is
the headliner. The beat-up
rubber mats on the floor have
given way to carpet. Beyond
that, there wasn’t much to fix
up.
Although Enfield probably
isn’t going to squeeze into his
Rampside and head off on any
coast-to-coast runs, short trips
are always eventful and draw
plenty of reaction. He tries to

At shows, Enfield runs into
plenty of folks who’ve never
seen a Rampside Corvair
truck. He’s used to fielding all
kinds of questions. “Some
people even think I built it like
that or modified it. ‘Why did
you cut the side out and make
that door?’ I get a lot of that.
“There are a few thousand
around the country — I don’t
know the exact number. Mine
is the rarest of the bunch. It’s a
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1964 which there were only
851 produced in ’64. I’m just
going to keep it this way. It’s
certainly not a 100-point
vehicle, but people seem to
think it’s nice and I like it the
way it is.”

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY:
1953 MERCURY
MONTEREY

Story and photos by Michael Petti (Old Cars
Weekly)

There’s a good reason Tom
Austin’s
gorgeous
1953
Mercury Monterey hardtop
wears “45 rpm” personalized
collector license plates.
Those license tags bring back
memories of the 1950s for
many. Maybe it was spinning
a 45-rpm on a Webco record
player, or perhaps it was
watching the 45-rpm record
magically land on the turn
table of a Rock-Ola jukebox.
Once the needle dropped on
the 45, possibly the lyrics
belted out were “Who wears
short shorts? We wear short
shorts.”
Those plates are on Austin’s
Merc for another reason: The
Ramsey, N.J., resident is the
drummer who co-wrote the
1958 smash hit “Short Shorts”
as a founding member of the
Royal Teens band that
recorded it.
While the 1952-’54 Mercury
was being conceived in 1949,
Austin was teaching himself
how to play the drums on a set

that belonged to his uncle. The
drum set was stored at the
house of Austin’s parents, and
when no one was home,
Austin beat away.

Like all 1953 Mercury’s,
Austin’s car features a mild
facelift of the all-new Mercury
introduced the model year
earlier. The body contour
radically differed from the
1949-’51
James
Dean
Mercury’s, and on the
successive Mercury, the lower
body had become rectangular
and slab sided. Atop, the roof
had a gracefully curved
backlight.
Although it shared the Ford
body shell, the 1952-’54 “Big
M” had styling cues more
associated with Lincoln. As
part of its Lincoln influence,
the Mercury did away with a
traditional grille and employed
a double bumper. Out back,
the Mercury rear bumper
shape was also similar to that
of the Lincoln. In essence, the
Mercury looked like a baby
Lincoln.
At first glance, it was hard to
differentiate a 1952 from a ’53
Mercury. The most noticeable
1953 “face-lifting” features
were “Dagmar” or pointed
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front bumper guards and fulllength body side trim spears.

At the same time buyers were
trading in their 1953 Mercury
for a 1956 model, the Royal
Teens were formed. Austin
and Bob Gaudio (later of the
Four Seasons) founded the
group. They gathered the best
musicians they knew and
called their band The Royals.
The doo wop vocal group The
Three Friends asked The
Royals to be their backup
band. Record label owner Leo
Rogers was so impressed with
the Royals that he had them
play the music for his other
recording artists.
The 1952-’54 Mercury was
designed and engineered after
the ’52-’54 Ford design was
set in stone. The lyrics to
“Short Shorts” came after Tom
and Gaudio had the beat down
for a great rocking sound.
While Austin drove his new
1957 Ford Fairlane two-door

hardtop, which was paid for by
musical gigs, he and Gaudio
spotted two girls coming out
of a malt shop wearing cutoff
jeans. They coined the term
“short shorts” and suddenly
had a title for their recording.

After hearing the instrumental
at the recording studio, Rogers
asked about the lyrics. Tom
and Gaudio went out to the
men’s room and quickly put
together the lyrics. Rogers
liked what he heard and the
song became a huge seller.

Just as Mercury would change
the name of its various model
lines throughout the ’50s, The
Royals became the Royal
Teens. Rogers discovered that
another group was called “The
Royals,” so he added the word
“teen.”
Even though Austin could tell
stories of his overnight success
that led to 13 appearances on
“American Bandstand,” a
spread in Life magazine and
being featured in a movie, he
prefers to talk about old iron.

He has restored several Ford
pickups from the 1930s and in
addition to the Mercury, he
owns a 1956 International S120 4×4.

Austin and his ’53 Mercury go
back eight years. As a top-line
Monterey, it came with fender
skirts, two-tone paint, bright
rocker panel trim and bright
drip rail moldings as standard.
Monterey
hardtops
and
convertibles
were
also
upholstered in leatherette and
vinyl. The exterior of Austin’s
Monterey is a stunning India
Black over Yosemite Yellow
with
a
striking
colorcoordinated interior that is all
original and screams “Fab
’50s.”
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In addition to the standard
Monterey features, Austin’s
car came equipped with the
optional driving light/fog light
bumper
guards.
These
attractive, extra-cost Mercury
items were identical to those
of the 1953 Lincoln.
During his ownership, Austin
has also added tasteful
cosmetic tweaks that teenagers
favored in the ’50s, such as
1957 Cadillac wheel covers.
Although ’53 Mercury’s were
not available with dual
exhaust, Austin added them.
An under-hood enhancement
was an alternator disguised to
look
like
the
original
generator.

Austin especially enjoys the
fact that his ’53 Mercury
represents the last Big M to
have a flathead V-8 for power.
The flathead in his car is
mated to a manual three-onthe-tree, and Austin enjoys
rowing through the gears,
hearing the rumble of the
“flatty” and listening to the
deep tone mufflers wail sweet
music from those dual exhaust
pipes.
Another detail that makes
Austin’s Mercury a feel-good
machine are the “tables” on

both sides of the instrument
pod that house aircraft-type
toggle levers. When adjusting
the heater and vents, Austin
says he feels like a pilot.

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY:

1966 MUSTANG GT
‘K CODE’
After writing the hit song
“Short Shorts,” Austin became
a realtor and worked in that
field for more than 40 years.
When he wasn’t selling
property, he was restoring and
driving old cars, which he
continues along with creating
paintings of them. His painting
“Jersey Boys Theater” shows
the first cars owned by the
Four Seasons, as well as those
owned by the Royal Teens.
Five of his nautical works are
part of a permanent collection
of the United States Coast
Guard in Washington, D.C.

However, nothing takes him
back to the 1950s when “Short
Shorts” was a regular on the
radio than his 1953 Mercury.

Story and photos by Brian Earnest (Old Cars
Weekly)

Jim Turcich long ago achieved
peace with the situation. But it
has been an uneasy, almost
regretful peace.
He knows most people would
never understand why he so
rarely drives and enjoys his
1966 K-Code Mustang GT,
and why he feels so compelled
to keep it protected. He loves
the car that is for sure. He’s
had it 28 years and spent
nearly every cent he had as a
teenager to acquire the car,
and nearly every cent he had
— and even some cents he
didn’t yet have — a few years
later to have it fixed up and
made “new” again.
It’s a rare car, although not
super-rare: more than 5,000
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were built for 1966, and there
are still plenty around if you
have
the
desire,
and
checkbook, to acquire one.
And the car isn’t even
considered “original” anymore
after Turcich had it taken apart
and repainted more than 25
years ago.
But there is something about
the idea of taking the pristine,
13,000-mile Mustang out in
public and subjecting it to the
bugs, rocks, fingerprints and
who-knows-what of the world
that makes the Tampa, Fla.,
resident shudder. “It sucks,”
he says. “It does. I never really
intended for it [to happen]. I
didn’t buy it to sell it… I
never really intended to buy
something I couldn’t enjoy.
People say, ‘You got to drive
that thing!’ but I think about
how hard it was … to get it
and get it to look like this. I
don’t think I would ever do
that again. I wouldn’t restore a
car. I’d buy one restored.

“When I do get the car out, I
always worry about it more
than I enjoy it, you know? I’m
always looking at the weather,
or thinking, ‘How far do I
have to go?’

“After I got it finished, then I
was afraid to drive it. That’s
the truth.”
Of course, when Turcich gets
talking about how much fun
the car is to drive and how
quickly it can peg the thrillmeter, you wonder how much
longer he can resist. In
addition to its potent and
coveted K-Code 289, the car is
loaded with other go-fast and
look-fast goodies that the
original owner ordered but
never got to enjoy. It was a car
clearly earmarked for racing,
and one that probably did its
share of street dragging back
in the day. If nothing else, the
car has a strange and curious
past attached to it.
The saga started in August of
1966 when a young man
walked into a Ford dealership
in Albemarle, N.C., and
ordered a 1966 Mustang GT
fastback, Candy Apple Red,
with at the K-Code 289, fourspeed and a bunch of other
Ford performance stuff that he
planned to have the dealer
install. The car wasn’t
delivered until November and
by then, the prospective buyer
had apparently run out of
money to buy the car and left
to serve in the Vietnam War.
“He had put down 200 bucks
on the car, which was a ton of
money for a down payment
back then!” Turcich noted.
“Usually, 25 bucks was a lot
of money to put down.”
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The car was saddled with a fat
price tag that apparently was
too rich for most Mustang
shoppers and so it sat until the
following September, when
the 1968 Fords were already
out, and caught the eye of a
woman who finally purchased
it and became its first official
owner.
“She worked in a mill or
something like that, and didn’t
have to drive it very far to go
to work,” Turcich says. “She
didn’t put many miles on it,
but it was too much car for
her. She only had it a short
period of time, about seven
months, I think, and she sold it
to the next two owners — two
other guys who were either
cousins or brothers, I’m not
sure. They had the same last
name, though.”
The two men apparently
enjoyed the Mustang for all it
was worth, but both ran afoul
of the law in the car and their
time with it apparently ended
when both lost their driving
privileges. “So then another
guy, who was a Chevy guy, he
bought it for his daughter, but
she didn’t like it. She didn’t
want it, and he didn’t like it
either, so they literally rolled it
into his basement and it sat
there until I got it, which was
’84 or ’85 … The basement
was almost like an apartment.
It had big sliding doors they
could open to get it in. They
actually had two cars down
there… He had an Impala
down there, too.”

for that car,” Turcich noted. “I
even got the original brochure
from when the guy first looked
at it.”
What the deal didn’t include
was enough fossil fuel to get
the thirsty Mustang home.
The Mustang might still be in
that basement if the teenage
Turcich hadn’t caught wind of
the car while he was attending
a car show one day. One thing
led
to
another
and
arrangements were made for
him to see the car, even
though it wasn’t officially for
sale. When he went to visit, it
was clear that the owner
hadn’t been preparing the
Mustang to sell it. “They were
just putting stuff on top of it,”
Turcich laughed. “They had
done nothing with the car.”
The men negotiated a little,
but the owner wasn’t ready to
sell. A couple months later,
however, Turcich got a call
from the man and the two
haggled out an agreement. “He
didn’t give it away, I can tell
you that,” he said. “And I was
young and just out of high
school. I had absolutely no
money. It literally took every
cent I had to buy the car. But I
knew what it was as soon as I
saw it, and I knew I had to try
to buy it.”
The deal included a stack of
paperwork proving the car’s
authenticity and telling its life
story. “I got just about every
piece of paper you can think of

“When I looked at the car, it
had a gas can hanging inside
the engine bay. It had been
sitting for so long, that was the
only way it would run,”
Turcich said. “On the way
home, I actually ran out of gas,
and I had no money to get any
gas and get home. The car
actually sat at an apartment
complex for a while until I
could scrape up some cash to
put some gas in it.”
Turcich wasn’t really thinking
of the car as an investment at
the time, and the idea of
keeping it an unmolested
“survivor” car was less
appealing than making the car
look perfect again. A couple
years after he bought it, and
even though it didn’t really
need it, Turcich had the car
disassembled, stripped and
repainted. The engine was left
alone, other than some
gaskets, carburetors rebuild
and other minor items, and the
interior is all original. The
only thing that didn’t look
perfect when it was done was
the steering wheel, which had
a crack in it and still does. “At
the time I had the choice to
have the wheel (replaced)
because you could get them
back then. But they were a
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couple hundred bucks then …
I decided I would wait on that
… And to this day the wheel
still has a crack in it.”

The car has never needed any
other attention, mostly because
Turcich has put just 1,000
miles on the odometer. In his
defense, though, he did have
another 1965 Mustang coupe
for many years that he put
through its paces, which made
parking the ’66 easier to
swallow. “I loved that car and
drove the wheels off of it and
rebuilt it two or three times,”
he said. That car wasn’t a GT
with the K-Code option,
however. If it was, it would
have probably gotten a
different treatment as one of
the most coveted early
Mustangs ever built.
There is argument among
purists over whether the
Mustangs produced prior to
September 1964 are 1964 1/2
or 1965 models. However,
when it comes to the
interesting and collectible GT
equipment group, there can be
no question, as it was
introduced
at
the
first
anniversary of the Mustang’s
introduction on April 17,
1965.

The Mustang first came as a
sport
coupe
(two-door
hardtop) and a sporty-looking
convertible. In the fall of
1964, a fastback model called
the 2+2 was added to the
lineup. From the outset, the
options list was important in
marketing
the
Mustang.
Buyers could add lots of
appearance and convenience
extras, plus some bolt-on highperformance
hardware.
However, being based on the
low-priced compact Falcon,
there was some room for
improvement in the go-fast
department.
The GT option included quickratio steering, disc front
brakes, chromed dual exhaust
tips that exited through the
rear valance panel, a new
grille bar with built-in fog
lamps and GT instrumentation
which replaced the Falconbased instrument panel with
five round dials. Throw in GT
badging and lower body
striping and you had a bargain
for around $150.
For 1966, little change was
made to Ford’s hot-selling
Mustang. Why change a good
thing? Minor updates were all
that were needed. A revised
instrument panel that looked
less like the Falcon’s unit was
used. The grille retained its
now-familiar shape, but had
the Mustang horse emblem
“floating” in the “corral” at its
center. A wind split ornament
was added at the end of the
“cove” on the body sides.

Federally mandated safety
equipment that was formerly
optional became standard,
including seat belts, a padded
instrument panel, emergency
flashers, electric windshield
wipers (with washers) and
dual padded sun visors.
GT Equipment Group also
included improved suspension
components
for
better
handling.
The
handling
package (normally $30.84
extra by itself) included
increased-rate front and rear
springs, larger-diameter front
and rear shock absorbers, a
steering system with a 22:1
overall ratio and a largediameter stabilizer bar.
The Mustang’s base V-8
engine for 1966 was the GCode 4.00 x 2.87-inch bore
and stroke 289-cid with a 9.3:1
compression ratio and an
Autolite two-barrel carburetor.
It generated 200 hp at 4400
rpm. The performance options
included the A-Code 289-cid
Challenger V-8 with a 10.1:1
compression ratio and fourbarrel Autolite carburetor,
which produced 225 hp at
4,800 and the K-Code
Challenger High-Performance
V-8. This version of the 289
featured a 10.5:1 compression
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ratio, a four-barrel Autolite
carburetor and solid valve
lifters, which helped it make
271 hp at 6,000 rpm.
Turcich’s car was also
equipped with Cobra valve
covers, Cobra T-pan oil pan
and a Shelby intake, all from
the FoMoCo performance
parts shelf. For some reason,
the shifter knob is from a 1967
Mustang, but it’s the one that
came on the car, according to
Turcich. The Mustang also
carries styled steel wheels and
competition seat belts, which
were installed at the dealership
and later replaced when the
car was redone. “They
definitely weren’t looking to
go get groceries in it, that’s for
sure,” Turcich said.

Turcich put the car through its
paces for a couple of brief
moments years ago, once at a
national meet at the Charlotte
Motor Speedway and another
time at an old air strip “that
had just a couple of turns and
a long straightaway. The last
time I checked it, when I was
man enough to look, it had
easily exceeded the 130 on the
speedometer, but with the
drum brakes on the back and
discs on the front, it took a
long time to slow down.
Things were rattling and

making all kinds of noise. It
will definitely scare ya.

“When I drive it, it’s a blast to
drive. It’s scary fast, but I find
myself worrying about it,
rather than enjoying it.”
These days, the Mustang
spends most of its time triplewrapped in the garage under a
car cover, bubble wrap and a
Car Bag. “I don’t even see it,
but I have to walk around it,”
Turcich jokes. “Most of the
neighbors, they have no idea I
even have it. It very rarely
comes out.”
Turcich appears to have
forgiven himself long ago for
not keeping his Mustang
original. He doesn’t take it to
judged shows, anyway, so
collecting ribbons and trophies
is not what motivates him to
baby the car.
“I try to tell people it’s a real
low-mileage car, and I want
them to understand it’s not all
original, but the engine most
certainly is,” he says. “In
hindsight, now, as I’m older, I
wish I would have kept it the
way it was. It’s a time capsule,
but you can’t go back, you
know.

“Most people have never seen
a K-Code car, and when they
want to talk about the car,
most of the time I don’t tell
them the story. It turns into
one of those ‘That can’t
possibly be true’-type things.
Rather than try to convince
somebody, I just let it be.”
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
03/13
to
03/16
03/14
to
03/16
03/14
to
03/16

03/19

03/21
to
03/23
03/21
to
03/23

03/20

03/28
to
03/30
03/28
to
03/30
04/04
to
04/06
04/05
to
06/06
04/11
to
04/13
04/12
to
04/13

04/16

04/17

04/25
to
04/27

NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Auto Plus Raceway
Gainesville, Florida
NDSRA
Portland Roadster Show
Portland, Oregon
NDSRA
World of Wheels Car Show
Winnipeg, Manitoba
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
The Strip at Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
The Strip at Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
NDSRA
World of Wheels Car Show
Omaha, Nebraska
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
The Strip at Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Virginia Motorsports Park
Richmond, Virginia
Car Show
Toppers Car Show
West Fargo, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Zmax Dragways
Charlotte, North Carolina
Car Show
Prime Steel Car Show
Grand Forks, North Dakota
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Royal Purple Raceway
Houston, Texas

04/25
to
04/27
04/25
to
04/27
04/26

04/27
05/01
to
05/04
05/02
to
05/04

05/03

05/10

05/10

05/11

05/10
&
05/11

05/14

05/15

05/16
to
05/18
05/16
to
05/18
05/16
to
05/18
05/17
05/17

NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Firebird Raceway
Boise, Idaho
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Lucas Oil Raceway
Clermont, Indiana
Oahe Speedway
NHRA Chassis Cert and
Test-N-Tune
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Class Races
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Atlanta Dragways
Commerce, Georgia
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Texas Motorplex
Ennis, Texas
Jamestown Speedway
Test-N-Tune
All Race Cars
Classes Welcome
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Speedway
Season Opener
Jamestown, North Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Speedway Shootouts
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Class Races
Papa Murphy's 100MPH Club
Pierre, South Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Atlanta Dragways
Atlanta, Georgia
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Summit Racing Motorsports
Norwalk, Ohio
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Spokane County Raceway
Spokane, Washington
Jamestown Speedway
Regular Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing

to
05/18
05/23
to
05/25
05/23
05/23
to
05/25
05/24

05/24
&
05/25
05/24

05/25

05/26

05/29
to
06/01
05/30
&
06/01
05/31

05/31
to
06/01
06/06
to
06/08
06/06
to
06/08
06/06
to
06/08
06/06
to
06/07
06/07

SRCA Dragstrip
Great Bend, Kansas
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Maple Grove Raceway
Reading, Pennsylvania
Oahe Speedway
NHRA Street Legal Drags
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Heartland Park Topeka
Topeka, Kansas
Jamestown Speedway
Advantage RV Mods
No Bombers
Jamestown, North Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
Oahe Speedway
Oahe Speedway Shootouts
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #1
with Quick 8
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #2
with Quick 8
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Old Bridge Township Raceway
Englishtown, New Jersey
Car Show
Devils Run
Devils Lake, North Dakota
Jamestown Speedway
Regular Race - High School
Graduates Night
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Brainerd International
Brainerd, Minnesota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
No Problem Raceway Park
Belle Rose, Louisiana
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Mission Raceway
Mission, British Columbia
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Route 66 Raceway
Joliet, Illinois
Rod Run
Classtiques Rod Run 2014
Mandan, North Dakota
Jamestown Speedway
NLRA Late Models
No Street Stocks
Jamestown, North Dakota
Oahe Speedway
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06/07

06/08

06/08

06/11

06/13
to
06/15
06/13
to
06/15
06/14

06/14

06/14
to
06/15
06/13
to
06/15
06/14

06/14
&
06/15
06/19
to
06/22

06/19

06/20
to
06/22
06/20
to
06/21
06/20
to
06/22

Oahe Speedway Shootouts
Old Skool Drags
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #3
Pierre, South Dakota
Car Show
Buggies-N-Blues
Mandan, North Dakota
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Bandimere Speedway
Denver, Colorado
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Bristol Dragways
Bristol, Tennessee
Jamestown Speedway
Regular Race - Armed
Forces Night
Jamestown, North Dakota
Oahe Speedway
6th Annual Dave Graves
Memorial Corvette/Mustang
Rally and Autocross
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Top Gun Raceway
Fallon, Nevada
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Lebanon Valley Dragways
West Lebanon, New York
Car Show & Rally
Bridge City Cruisers
Rally in the Valley
Valley City, North Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
New England Dragways
Epping, New Hampshire
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
MSRA
Back to the 50's
St. Paul, Minnesota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Bristol Dragways
Bristol, Tennessee
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Woodburn Dragstrip
Woodburn, Oregon

06/20
to
06/22
06/21
to
06/22
06/26
to
06/29

06/26

06/28
06/28
&
06/29
07/03
to
07/06
07/05

07/05

07/06

07/10

07/11

07/12
07/11
to
07/13
07/12
&
07/13

07/16

NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Osage Casino Tulsa Raceway
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Oahe Speedway
Bully Dog "Showdown on the
River" Shootouts & Quick 8
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Route 66 Raceway
Chicago, Illinois
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Speedway
Regular Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Summits Motorsports Park
Norwalk, Ohio
Jamestown Speedway
Fair Race - Fireworks
Jamestown, North Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Oahe Speedway Shootouts
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #4
with 2014 Summit Racing
"King of the Track"
Pierre, South Dakota
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Speedway
IMCA Mod Tour with
WISSOTA MW Mods No track points for MW Mods
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Speedway
Regular Race
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Woodburn Dragstrip
Woodburn, Oregon
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota

07/17

07/18
to
07/20
07/18
to
07/20
07/18
to
07/20
07/18
to
07/20
07/18

07/19

07/20

07/24

07/25

07/25
to
07/26
07/25
to
07/27
07/26

07/26
&
07/27
07/26
&
07/27
07/31
to
08/03

Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Bandimere Speedway
Denver, Colorado
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
National Trail Raceway
Columbus, Ohio
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Sonoma Raceway
Sonoma, California
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
New England Dragways
Epping, New Hampshire
Oahe Speedway
NHRA Street Legal Drags
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Oahe Speedway Shootouts
with "Countdown to the Jam"
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #5
with 4th Annual "Junior Jam"
Pierre, South Dakota
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
at the Fire Hall
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Heartland Park Topeka
Topeka, Kansas
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Sonoma Raceway
Sonoma, California
Jamestown Speedway
WISSOTA Amsoil Qualifier
Jamestown, North Dakota
Jamestown Drag Racing
Association
Airport Drag Racing
Saturday & Sunday
Jamestown, North Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
NDSRA
Western Canadian Nationals
Superrun
Saskatoon, Canada
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08/01
to
08/03
08/01
08/01
to
08/03
08/02

08/08
to
08/09
08/02

08/03

08/09
&
08/10

08/13

08/14
to
08/17
08/15
to
08/17
08/15
to
08/17

08/16

08/16

08/17

08/22
to
08/24

NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Atco Dragways
Atco, New Jersey
Oahe Speedway
NHRA Street Legal Drags
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Pacific Raceways
Seattle, Washington
Jamestown Speedway
NLRA Late Models
All Classes Running
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Gateway Motorsports Park
St. Louis, Missouri
Oahe Speedway
Oahe Speedway Shootouts
with Junior Points Race #5
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Race #6
with 2013 National Dragster
Challenge
Pierre, South Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Brainerd International
Brainerd, Minnesota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Cecil County Dragways
Rising Sun, Maryland
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Pacific Raceways
Seattle, Washington
Jamestown Speedway
Regular Races PLUS Legends
MW Mods off for King of
the dirt
Jamestown, North Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Oahe Speedway Shootouts
with Quick 8
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Richmond Gear Weekend
Warrior Coca Cola Points
Race #7 with Quick 8
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Beech Bend Raceway Park
Bowling Green, Kentucky

08/22
to
08/23
08/23
08/23
&
08/24
08/27
to
09/01
08/28

08/29

08/30

08/31

09/01
09/05
to
09/07
09/05
to
09/07
09/12
to
09/14
09/12
to
09/14

09/17

09/18
to
09/21
09/19
to
09/20
09/19

NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Heartland Park Topeka
Topeka, Kansas
Jamestown Speedway
Season Championship
Jamestown, North Dakota
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Lucas Oil Raceway
Indianapolis, Indiana
Oahe Speedway
9th Annual "Thunder on the
Prairie", Downtown Pierre
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
NHRA Street Legal Drags
& Test-N-Tune
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #8
with Summit Racing
Equipment Junior Drag
Racing Leage Challenge
presented by Proseal of
Mitchell.
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #9
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Coca Cola Points Race #10
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Old Bridge Township Raceway
Englishtown, New Jersey
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Tri-State Raceway
Earlville, Iowa
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Thunder Road Raceway
Gillian, Louisiana
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Zmax Dragways
Charlotte, North Carolina
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Texas Motorplex
Dallas, Texas
Jamestown Speedway
Stock Car Stampede
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing

to
09/21
09/19

09/20

09/20

09/21

09/26
to
09/28
09/26
to
09/28
09/27
&
09/28
10/02
to
10/05
10/03
to
10/05
10/03
to
10/05
10/04

10/05

10/10
to
10/12
10/11
&
10/12

10/15

JEGS Northern Nationals
Columbus, Ohio
Oahe Speedway
10th Annual NHRA National
Open Test-N-Tune
Pierre, South Dakota
James Valley Street Machines
4th Annual Car Show
Don Wilhelm, Inc.
Jamestown, North Dakota
Oahe Speedway
10th Annual NHRA National
Open Shootouts with
Koppien/Christensen
Memorial Stock/Super Stock
Combo.
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
9th Annual NHRA National
Open Finals.
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Rocky Mountain Raceways
Salt Lake City, Utah
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Gateway Motorsports Park
St. Louis, Missouri
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Maple Grove Raceway
Reading, Pennsylvania
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
JEGS Pacific Nationals
Las Vegas, Nevada
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Thunder Valley Raceway
Noble, Oklahoma
Oahe Speedway
Fall Finale Shootout Races
with 2014 Papa Murphy's
100 MPH Club.
Pierre, South Dakota
Oahe Speedway
Fall Finale Oahe Speedway
Class Races
Pierre, South Dakota
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Auto-Plus Raceway
Gainesville, Florida
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Sabin, Minnesota
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
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10/17
to
10/19
10/25
&
10/26
10/30
to
11/02
11/06
to
11/09

11/12

11/13
to
11/16

12/16

NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
Silver Dollar Raceway
Reynolds, Georgia
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend FINALS
Sabin, Minnesota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
The Strip at Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
NHRA Lucas Oil Drag Racing
The Strip at Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
James Valley Street Machines
Monthly Meeting. 7:00
Watch the "RUMBLER" for
meeting times.
Jamestown, North Dakota
NHRA Mello Yellow Drag
Racing
Auto Club Raceway
Pomona, California
James Valley Street Machines
Awards Banquet 7:00
Prime Rib & Potato.
Live Auction @ the KC's
Jamestown, North Dakota

SWAP SHOP

Big block cars with or without drive
train. Also, many Ford parts.
701-983-4699 Dean
CAR FOR SALE
1963 Chevy Corvair Coupe
Model 900. Rotary engine. Straight
stick. Good Body. All complete
$8,500.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1963 Ford Falcon Sprint
289
V8
engine.
3
speed
transmission. Hardtop.
$2,250.00
701-320-4721 Bob

Swap Shop ads are taken from
James Valley Street Machine
members,
NDSRA
“Street
Talking” magazine, “Cars for Sale
in Jamestown” on Facebook.
BOAT FOR SALE
14 Lonestar Boat
Motor and trailer. Less than 40 hours
on 35 horsepower Mercury.
$1,850.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1939 Ford Deluxe Coupe
Banjo wheels, Motor, etc.
$1,950.00
701-320-4721 Bob
CAR FOR SALE
1939 Ford Deluxe Coupe
Frame off restoration. 302 V8 Fuel
Injected. AOD Transmission. 9 Inch
4 Link rear. Mustang front end.
$30,000.00
701-662-3458
CAR FOR SALE
1941 Willys Convertible
6 Liter 390 HP. 420 Foot pounds of
torque.
$32,900.00 obo
701-255-6729 Mark
CARS FOR SALE
1962, 1963, 1964 2 Door Hardtop
Galaxies

CAR FOR SALE
1964 Fairlane 500
2 Door Hardtop. 4 Speed
transmission. 289 engine.
701-983-4699 Dean
CAR FOR SALE
1967 Mustang Convertible

Driver
quality.
All
original
unmolested rust free car. Thought to
be 84000 actual miles with great
running 289 V8 and automatic
transmission. Power steering and
even has the original radio. Great top
and original Springtime Yellow
color. Under book.
$17,000.00 Winter Price
701-269-8150 Craig
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CAR FOR SALE
1966 Impala SS Coupe

Real
SS
with
factory
air
conditioning. Factory console with
gauge
package.
Automatic
transmission. 327 V8. 4 barrel. Only
has about 1000 miles since overhaul.
New radial tires. New carpet.
Excellent condition but not a perfect
show car.
$17,000.00 Winter Price
701-269-8150 Craig
CAR FOR SALE
1969 Mustang Fastback
351 (no engine). 3 Speed manual
transmission.
701-983-4699 Dean
CAR FOR SALE
1969 Ford Thunderbird
429 V8. Automatic transmission.
Loaded. White with brown vinyl top.
$3,750.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1973 Cadillac Eldorado Convertible
Vin # 6l6753Q429037. Hard Parade
boot. 500 cubic inch engine. Cassette

tape player/radio. Pace car for
Indianapolis 500 that year. Larry
Gilge. 701-320-7170

CAR FOR SALE
1974 Lincoln Continental
4 Door. 460 V8. Automatic
transmission. Loaded. 54000 actual
miles. Black. This car was owned by
former governor Art Link.
$5,700.00
701-570-9587

CAR FOR SALE
1977 Camaro Z/28

454 450 horsepower V8 (Not
numbers matching). 4 Speed
transmission. Posi rear end. Power
steering and brakes. Disc Changer.
Completely restored. 99% original
except the digital dash and hood
(needed a different one for the big
block). Approximately 6600 miles
on the restoration. Same owner since
1983.
$19,900.00 obo
701-269-3119 Scott
CAR FOR SALE
(2) 1978 Cadillac Biarritz’s
Anniversary models. Only 2000
made. Only 25 with glass roof. Last
year of the big Caddys. I have one
with a glass top and one without.
$11,000.00 & $12,500.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1980 Lincoln Continental Mark XI
302 V8. Automatic transmission. 4
door. Loaded. 79000 actual miles.
Nice car. Landau top.
$3,500.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1982 Cadillac Touring Coupe
V8.
Automatic
transmission.
Eldorado
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good. Set of 396 heads. 3 sets of
Chevy big block headers.
701-739-7775 Gary

$9,400.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1983 Buick Riviera
V8. Automatic transmission. 35000
actual miles. Loaded. Light Blue
with White Landau top.
$10,500.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1994 & 1989 Chrysler LeBaron
Convertibles
Bodies are good.
$2,500.00 & $2,000.00
701-570-9587
CAR FOR SALE
1995 Oldsmobile
Runs and drives well. New rear
struts. Good Tires. Blue. If you want
pictures text I and I’ll send them
$1,200.00 or best offer
701-535-1032
TRUCK FOR SALE
1961 Ford F100
Unibody. 6 foot box. No motor or
transmission. Gray primer.
$1,850.00
701-570-9587
TRUCK FOR SALE
1990 Ford F150
Super Cab. 4x4, 90000 actual miles.
Nice body. Loaded. No rust. 351 V8
engine. Need some work? Auto
overdrive transmission.
$1,750.00
701-570-9587
TRUCK FOR SALE
1994 Ford F150
Super Cab. 302 V8. Needs timing
chain. Bucket seats. Loaded.
$1,800.00
701-570-9587
TRUCK FOR SALE
2004 Chevy Silverado

4 Door. 184000 miles. Everything
works great. No issues. 3:73 gear
ratio. Spray in box liner. Cold air
induction. Good 17” tires. Used
every day. Used for recent trips to St
Cloud Minnesota and Watertown
South Dakota.
$6,000.00
701-269-2660 Steve
TRUCK FOR SALE
2003 Dodge 2500

'03 3/4 ton Dodge 4x4 diesel, 4 door,
short box. 5.9 Cummins turbo,
automatic trans, grey/tan cloth
interior. 218,000 miles. Updated
steering, Skyjacker lift with air bag
overloads in the rear. 315/70-17
BFG All Terrain tires. K&N cold air
kit, aftermarket intake, 5" exhaust
with muffler, 6" chrome tip. Bully
Dog GT tuner. Brand new Access
Rolltop cover. Gooseneck ball.
Some rust over rear fender wells.
Previous owner had fender flares and
I found the rust when I took the
flares off. Clean truck, rides nice,
good mileage and pulls great.
Asking $14,500 OBO. Call Rusty at
701-269-9126
or
email
trkapp@daktel.com
PARTS FOR SALE
1965 Impala front fenders (patch
panels installed and primered). Set of
1965 SS hub caps. Set of 1962 SS
hub caps. Complete 327 engine with
clutch and bell housing, camel hump
heads and 4 barrel carburetor. Runs

PARTS FOR SALE
Set of convertible top bows (full
sized Chevy). Rear 12 bolt assembly
(sand blasted and painted). Front
suspension for a 1965 to 1968 Chevy
Impala (sand blasted and painted).
1966 Pontiac 389 block. Used 1966
GTO front fender. New front wire
harness for 1977 Corvette. Center
console lid for 1977 Corvette with
power window switches.
701-739-7775 Gary
PARTS FOR SALE
Set of convertible top bows (full
sized Chevy). Rear 12 bolt assembly
(sand blasted and painted). Front
suspension for a 1965 to 1968 Chevy
Impala (sand blasted and painted).
1966 Pontiac 389 block. Used 1966
GTO front fender. New front wire
harness for 1977 Corvette. Center
console lid for 1977 Corvette with
power window switches.
701-739-7775 Gary
PARTS FOR SALE
1970 Mustang Parts: Front and Rear
bumpers. Trunk lid (repaired and
primered). Pair of white deluxe door
panels. New pair of black coupe
door panels. Rear valance panel
(remanufactured). Cow panel in
primer. New exhaust system for 351
Cleveland. Rear 8 inch complete
housing assembly. Set of new rear
leaf springs. New radiator of 302
coupe. Dash pad cover. 2 sets of
used front fenders. 2 used front
fender headlamp buckets. 1 left side
rear quarter extension. 2 good used
doors for coupe. Rear seat (black).
Front bucket seat springs (bottom
and backs) Right and Left disc brake
assembly. C4 transmission with
shifter. Right and Left door mirrors.
Right and Left exhaust manifold for
302. Steering column for 1970
coupe. Set of new pistons for 351
Cleveland .030. Chrome dress up kit
for
1970
Mustang
(Chrome
alternator, Brake cylinder cap, and
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brace from shock tower to firewall).
Have many more miscellaneous
parts.
701-739-7775 Gary
PARTS FOR SALE
(4) 17” 5 spoke Mustang Cobra type
rims with tires $550.00 obo.
701-320-4721 Bob
PARTS FOR SALE
Wide assortment of project vehicles
and parts.
701-320-7660 Myke
WANTED
1 pair of 1956 Chevrolet fender
skirts.
701-290-5297 or 701-483-5297 Herb
WANTED
One rear bumper from1960 full size
Buick. Center section not important
as I’m only using the left and right
ends.
701-367-9070 Myron

CLUB SITES
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